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ABSTRACT 
Successful vision training requires highly motivated patients. The use of 
magic has been shown to be a valuable tool in the treatment of motor 
dysfunctions. It is hypothesized that magic could be of benefit in the 
assessment and treatment of visual dysfunctions. Magic tricks have been 
adapted to assess binocular visual dysfunctions and to facilitate 
attentiveness during therapy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Magic! The word somehow brings a twinkle to your eye and a smile to 
your face. The appeal that magic has both for children and adults is 
universal. It gives us a sense of wonder that is childlike, and 
unforgettable. What if magic could be more than just what you remember 
from a friend's birthday party. What if that spirit and wonder could be 
used not just to entertain but to enrich and motivate in a thereuputic 
fashion? 
World famous magician David Copperfield has created a program called 
"Project Magic" in which magic is used as a tool to rehabilitate physically 
handicapped individuals. "Project Magic" is designed to give the gift of 
magic to people with various physical, psychological and social 
disabilities and has become a viable therapeutic tool for rehabilitation" .2 
The concept of "Project Magic" is simple. A magic effect when 
demonstrated and taught to such a disabled person can motivate him to 
increase his dexterity as well as visual skills, recognition of shapes, 
problem-solving skills and coordination. By providing a disabled person 
with the skills necessary to perform a magic trick you allow him to do 
something others cannot. This is extremely important. It signals to them 
that they are not any less capable than a "normal" person and serves to 
raise the self-image of patients who are depressed by their limitations. By 
encouraging disabled individuals to develop new skills you demonstrate to 
them that they can be successful, productive members of society if they 
will only be motivated to try. 
Could the offerings of "Project Magic" have an optometric application? 
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The need is certainly there for the gift of magic to be brought to the 
visually handicapped. Many individuals who possess poor or underdeveloped 
visual skills are least motivated about vision therapy. Many are children 
who have a natural sense of wonder about the world but become easily 
discouraged by repetitious tasks. Vision therpy candidates, predominately 
children, need only have their natual sense of wonder about life excited to 
motivate them into practicing the procedures that invariably improve 
visual skills. Optometric magic would undoubtly do this. 
In an article that appeared in the Au~ttralian Journal of Opttom~Jttry, 
Charles McMonnies discusses the need for optimum conditions in the 
optometric care of children.3 He says that in order to obtain valid and 
reliable test results, effective rapport must be established and 
maintained. Not an easy task - especially with children. Lack of 
cooperation or attention from children often occurs because of 
apprehension and the frightening meaning that "Doctor" implies. The first 
step to establish rapport with the patient comes with "breaking the ice". 
By facilitating the child's responses to the practitioner, the practitioner 
will be better able to get accurate results with less frustration. 
Motivation, attention and cooperation are perhaps no where more 
needed in optometry than in the vision therapy practice. Assessment and 
training procedures can often seem monotonous and boring both for doctor 
and patient. By using simple magic effects to help with the attentional 
and motivational areas that this aspect of optometry requires, it is hoped 
that vision therapy will be more enjoyable and yield greater success both 
for patient and examiner. 
With this goal in mind I assembled a select group of magic effects 
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that could be useful in an optometric setting. wanted "tricks" that were 
well within the learning and dexterity ranges of all optometrists. Some 
of you may still feel that these are too difficult, but I urge you to give 
them a try. (after all, remember the first time you attempted 
ophthalmoscopy?) Those tricks that you cannot master you will probably 
not utilize but perhaps you'll be able to modify the procedure to your hands. 
I've also given a suggested patter under the PERFORMANCE. You are 
encouraged to again modify this so that you feel comfortable in using this 
with your patients. Ideally, you should strive to make each magical effect 
your own so that you get the desired results. 
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ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL. .. 
In this manual magic for use in the optometric care of patients has been 
organized into these general categories: 
1. Diagnostic/Therapeutic: These "tricks" involve props that can be 
used to assess oculomotor or developmental anomalies. The examiner uses 
the prop for assessment, then follows up with a magical effect before 
transitioning to his next area of testing. 
2. Reward: Here magic is used to reward the patient for good 
performance or compliance. It is thought that a magical effect of this type 
could best be utilized at the end of a training session. Perhaps even a 
magic effect that would be easily taught to a patient could be utilized. 
This concept parallels Project Magic. 
3. Transitioners: These are primarily magical effects used during 
testing when transitioning from one area to the next. They have no 
inherent diagnostic use. 
It is clear to see from these classifications that a magic effect may 
easily fit into more than one category. Those that are in the reward 
category could easily be placed in the transitioner area. The only 
difference here may be one of time. 
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Those effects placed into the reward classification may require more 
time to demonstrate. This may not be desired if the examiner wishes to 
quickly move onto the next area of testing. Also, those placed into the 
transitioner area may be thought of as "running gags"- a magical effect 
that is repeated at times throughout the testing or training time. Those 
effects in the diagnostic category can readily be utilized within the other 
classifications, however, without their assessment purposes. It is hoped 
that despite their classification all the magic effects can be used to 
facilitate the testing or training session for the youngsters who come 
seeking your optometric services. Each magic trick has accompanying 
photos or diagrams. The photos are all listed alphabetically and by number 
as they appear in the text. These photos provide you with a picture of the 
action at any given moment either from the patient's view or sometimes 
the "exposed view " of the the examiner. 
Most standard optometic procedures mentioned in the 
diagnostic/therapeutic section should be familiar , however an appendix is 
provided which provides either a source or a brief summary of where you 
may find this procedure explained more fully. Go now and explore the 
magic! 
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HALF-DOLLAR PUZZLE 
PURPOSE: 
To develop or enhance visual sequencing, visual-motor, and visual memory skills. 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner places four half dollars down on the table. He then proceeds to cover 
two of the coins at a time. Each time he does this a coins jumps from one location to 
another until they have all assembled under one of the cards. 
APPARATUS: 
Five half-dollars or five other coins of equal value; two cards or covers. Will also 
need set of coins for patient to duplicate examiner's pattern. 
METHOD: 
Method almost identical to that of the parquetry blocks and similar to the Getman 
Visualization Test only done with four coins and followed up with a coin trick utilizing 
the four coins. Please refer to the appendix for explanation and recording of the 
parquetry blocks. Essentially, administration of the parquetry blocks requires two 
sequences. The first requires the patient to duplicate the design of the examiner's. The 
second requires the patient to create a pattern alongside the examiner's that is 
identical. The complexity of the task can be modified by using objects of different 
colors or sizes and by increasing the number of objects in the pattern. Spatial 
relationships can be tested by rotating a given pattern by 90 degrees. 
PERFORMANCE: 
To achieve this effect an extra coin is required. I'd like to tell you a story about my 
four cousins. Each of these coins represents one of my cousins. Here we have Betty, 
Bob, Billy and Beth. Each of them lives in a different state. Arrange the four coins as in 
A 1. One time when we were all talking on the phone we decided to have a reunion but 
I knew they couldn't fly as it was too expensive so here's what we did. Take the two 
cards (the one in your right hand concealing the extra coin underneath A2). and cover 
the coins as in A3 Be careful not to bump the coin already on the table when placing 
the card over this coin. To make the first coin apparently jump from one spot to another 
follow these instructions. When lifting the card on the left side the coin is concealed by 
sliding the card forward until the edge of the coin reaches your thumb. (see exposed 
view in A4). You can now snap the coin up with the card as you lift it away. My cousin in 
Kentucky simply concentrated that he wanted to be in Oregon and there he was. Lift 
the two cards to reveal that there are two coins as per AS. Now place the card in the 
right hand over the front coin and the card (and coin) in the left hand over the two coins 
that have already assembled on the table. Then my cousin in Vermont concentrated 
that she wanted to be in Oregon and there she was. Lift cards to reveal that three coins 
have now arrived A6. Cover the three coins with the card in the right hand and cover 
the remaining coin with just the card. My last cousin had to concentrate real hard 
because he didn't want to leave his warm weather and sunshine in Florida. But when 
he did concentrate he too was invisibly transported to Oregon. Finally, I had all my 
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HALF-DOLLAR PUZZLE, CONTINUED 
cousins together at last. Utt two cards revealing the four coins all assembled A7. Place 
the two cards and concealed coin into your pocket. 
VARIATIONS: 
Visualization ability can be enhanced by having the person recreate the coin 
patterns from a different visual perspective. Try turning the coin pattern by 90 degrees 
or have the patient recreate a pattern from printed picture of the pattern. Colored 
washers may also be used possibly in conjunction with a pegboard. 
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THREE LITTLE BEARS 
PURPOSE: 
To assess left-right laterality/directionality. 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Performer clearly shows three different lengths of rope long, medium 
and short. He folds each rope in half and upon pulling the three ropes apart 
all have now become exactly the same length! 
APPARATUS: 
Piaget Left/Right awareness recording form, three different lengths of 
rope (described under PERFORMANCE) 
METHOD: 
This is really nothing more than the standard Piaget Left/Right 
Awareness test. Parts I and II are identical with the patient's goal of 
accurately naming his own and the examiner's feet and hands. The last 
parts of this test involve understanding the concepts of L/R when more 
than one object is involved. Here is a perfect time to incorporate the story 
of the three little bears by means of a rope trick with the long, medium, 
and short ropes representing the three little bears. It is suggested that the 
three ropes be used to assess directionality concepts in place of the 
standard coin, watch, and pencil. 
PERFORMANCE: 
Hold the three ropes in the right hand. Do you know the real story of the 
three little bears? Take the shortest rope and hold it out in your left hand 
hand and say, First there was baby bear. And then there was mommy bear as you 
take the middle rope from the right hand to the left hand). And of course 
daddy bear (put the longest rope in the left hand). When all the ropes are in 
the fork of the left hand they will be in proper position with the shortest 
rope closest to the thumb, the middle rope next and the longest rope 
toward the fingers 81. Now one day the three bears were out for a walk in the 
forest, when all of a sudden from behind some bushes jumped the BIG BAD WOLF and 
he said. Where's baby bear because I want to take him home and cook him. Well, 
daddy bear jumped behind a big tree and mommy bear and baby bear also jumped 
behind the big tree. But daddy bear was a magician and he said to mommy bear and 
baby bear, we'are going to fool that BIG BAD WOLF because he doesn't see too good 
So baby bear bent bent over and touched his toes. Take the short rope and cross 
it over to the outside of the longest rope and then underneath it 82-3. 
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THREE LIITLE BEARS, CONTINUED 
Momma bear bent over and touched her toes . Bring the end of the middle rope up 
and beside the outermost rope. ...and papa bear bent over and touched his toes. 
And the three little bears walked out from behind the tree all bent over like this so they 
were all the same size (point to the ends of the rope which are now all even 
84. And the old wolf said, Stand up so I can see where baby bear is. Well, the bears 
stood up and they were exactly the same size! Pull the outer three ends of the 
rope towards you while holding the three closest to your left thumb 85. 
See 86 for front view at completion of this move. To show each rope 
(bear) to be exactly the same length begin by pulling the middle rope from 
the left hand leaving the remaining two pieces of rope concealed by the 
palm of the left hand 87. Saying, here was baby bear.. To show the 
remaining, two pieces of rope to be single proceed as follows: As the right 
hand approaches the left hand, clip the end of the rope in the right hand 
between the first two fingers of the left hand 88 and separate the two 
hands and you say .. then there was momma bear .. and finally pappa bear. Take the 
single piece of rope from the left hand to the right as you speak these 
words. Well, that really fooled the old wolf and he left. The three bears went home . 
Transfer the three ropes from the left hand to the right and fold the three 
ends of the rope up and hold in place with thumb and index finger 89. And 
when they got there, momma bear went into the kitchen and made a bowl of porridge 
for herself as you say this pull the middle rope from your left hand, show it 
and throw over right shoulder and, of course she made a big bowl of porridge for 
daddy bear and a little bowl for baby bear (as you name daddy and baby bear, 
alternately pull out the long and short ropes and throw over right 
shoulder). 
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MELTING KNOT 
PURPOSE: 
To improve sensorimotor skills 
spatial orientation). The repetition 
effect stimulates these abilities. 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
(visual motor 
of motions 
integration 
necessary to 
and visual-
learn the 
Examiner takes a long piece of rope and proceeds to tie a knot in it. He 
then runs the rope through his hand, slides the knot off the rope, and places 
it in his pocket. 
APPARATUS: 
Two feet of rope and a four inch piece of rope tied into a large knot. 
METHOD:· 
The method used to tie the knot results in a knot that is not a true knot. 
Once the knot is apparently in the rope, examiner runs his hand down the 
rope while concealing a knot formed from the short piece of rope. The 
apparent knot in the rope dissolves in the hand leaving just a knot to show. 
PERFORMANCE: 
Remember when you first learned how to tie your shoes? Display the rope 
draped over your hands C1 I always used to tie them into these big bows. As you 
say this twist your right hand in front of your left hand and grab the two 
loops and pull away from you. But I noticed during the day when I was playing, 
that sometimes the end of one shoelace would work its way through the loop and then 
the other side would work its way through the loop. Pull the two loose ends 
through the loops as you say this last line C2. And I noticed that when I went to 
take my shoes off in the evening I ended up with a big knot. Pull the two loose ends 
of the rope in opposite directions away from you until a knot forms in the 
middle of the rope C3. Be sure not to pull too tightly on the rope for if 
you do the knot will dissolve. Just pull gently apart until you have what 
looks like a rather ugly knot C4. But I soon discovered that by rubbing the knot I 
could make the knot come right off. With your right hand concealing the knot 
between your two bent middle fingers C5 rub your hand down the length of 
the rope and toss knot into the air C6-C7. Both knot and rope may be 
examined. 
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THIMBLE AND CRAYON 
PURPOSE: 
To assess saccadic eye movements. 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner takes thimble and places it into hand and forms a fist. He 
then taps closed fist with crayon and upon opening hand, thimble has 
vanished. 
APPARATUS: 
One thimble or small finger puppet and one stick of crayon 
METHODS: 
Procedure is the same as traditional bead saccades conducted in six 
fields of gaze 
PERFORMANCE: 
Show the patient the thimble and a box of crayons. Ask patient what 
his favorite color is. Remove the color he names and along with the 
thimble on the right index finger perform the saccades. Afterwards, place 
the crayon on the table or have patient hold it. Meanwhile, take the 
thimble and place into palm of left hand 01. Turn your palm down so that 
it hides the thimble 02 (rear view). Under cover of your left hand, bend the 
index finger into the thumb crotch of the right hand and clip the thimble 
between the fleshy part of thumb and index finger while left hand still 
acts as a cover 03. Move your left hand up and away in a closed fist 04 as 
you now point to the left hand with the right index finger. Pick up crayon 
from table or patient's hand and tap left hand with crayon 05. Slowly open 
up the left hand to show that the thimble has vanished 06. Place crayon 
(and thimble) into jacket pocket. Proceed with other testing. 
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FLOATING MONSTER 
PURPOSE: 
To assess slow (pursuit) eye movement skills and rotations. 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
A small monster appears to float in mid-air with no visible means of 
support. The monster is however under the examiner's control at all time. 
APPARATUS: 
Small (2"x2") monster available from toy stores, any small 
lightweight object will do, dollar bill; styrofoam ball; fine piece of nylon 
thread from a woman's stocking; sticky tack or double sided tape 
METHOD: 
Standard assessment of 
different object. 
PERFORMANCE: 
pursuit movements is made only with a 
To prepare for this effect take a woman's stocking and pull a strand of 
thread out about 24" in length. Be sure to separate this into a very fine 
strand. When you have just one you won't be able to see it! It would be a 
good idea to separate the threads over a white piece of paper and if 
possible consider using a black or blue nylon sock. Take one end of the 
thread and attach with sticky tack or tape to the the button around your 
shirt collar. The other end may be tied directly to the object that will be 
used for pursuits or it may be attached later by having a piece of sticky 
tack attached to this end as well. In this way, depending on what you 
what to use as your fixation target the free end may be attached to any 
small object you choose. No photos are presented for this effect. 
Versional movements can be assessed by moving the monster in various 
fields of gaze. Place one hand underneath the monster at all times while 
the other hand supports the thread between the thumb and index finger of 
the other hand. By moving this latter hand back and forth and diagonally 
the monster will move in various postions of gaze. 
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BROKEN AND RESTORED MATCH 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner takes out a handkerchief and places match or toothpick in 
center of handkerchief. Corners are folded to the center and bundle is 
picked up and handed to the patient. Patient locates match and 
unmistakably breaks the match. Upon opening the handkerchief, however, 
the match is back in one piece. 
APPARATUS: 
Handkerchief, toothpick or wooden match 
METHOD: 
A white gentleman's handkerchief or bandana is used which has a hem 
that is sufficiently wide enough in which to conceal a wooden match (see 
below). 
PERFORMANCE: 
Display handkerchief opened up on the table and give match to patient 
to place in the center of the handkerchief. Once he has done this, have him 
fold the four corners of the handkerchief to the center. Pick up the folded 
packet and locate the match hidden in the hem. Ask patient now whether 
he can feel the match. When he says he can, instruct him to break it. When 
he has done this, throw the handkerchief back onto the table and slowly 
open up the four corners. The unbroken match will now be visible. While 
patient inspects match, pick up the apparently ungimmicked handkerchief 
and place into your pocket. 
r--------, 
I I 
I I 
I ' I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I L-------...l 
Hidden match is shown hidden 
in hem; other match placed in 
center of hanky 
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ON THE EAR 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
With a dollar bill in the left hand and a pencil in the right hand F1 you 
explain that you will make the dollar bill vanish. You strike the dollar bill 
with the pencil once, twice, and on the third time you strike the dollar bill 
with your fingers. The dollar bill remains, but the pencil has vanished. 
Doctor acts surprised, turns slightly to his right to allow the patient to 
see the pencil stuck behind his right ear. Patient generally chuckles 
knowing that he's been set up. Examiner takes pencil and resumes action 
of striking the bill, however this time when reaching his hand the bill is 
truly gone. 
APPARATUS: 
Dollar bill, pencil 
METHOD: 
The patient is lead to believe that the bill will vanish initially and this 
is what allows the examiner to place the pencil behind his/her ear without 
the patient knowing. When the examiner turns to his left to reveal the 
pencil behind his right ear the patient generally thinks the magic is over 
and generally does not pay attention to the disposal of the dollar bill. 
PERFORMANCE: 
It helps if the patient is standing directly in front of you and slightly to 
the left. The important thing is that the dollar bill is directly under his 
nose. On the count of three I'm going to make the dollar bill vanish. Watch the bill 
vel}l carefully on the count of three. One.. {bring the pencil toward the dollar 
bill, then back toward your shoulder and back toward the bill as you say) ... 
two (After touching the bill with the pencil on "two" bring the pencil back 
only this time leave the pencil behind your ear F2). This whole sequence 
should be one fluid motion. As you say "three" your hand should reach the 
dollar bill F3. Pause for a moment to let them realize the pencil is not 
there. Act surprised. Did I say the dollar was going to vanish? I meant the pencil." 
Turn slightly to your left and point with your right index finger to your 
right ear. No actually the pencil is over here F4. Meanwhile, place the dollar in 
your left hand into your left trouser or jacket pocket FS. Turn slightly 
back to your right (you should be pretty much faced straight ahead by now) 
while moving the pencil that is now in your right hand down toward your 
left. As the pencil strikes your now empty left hand say, oops, I guess the 
dollar really did vanish. 
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WALKING THROUGH WALLS 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner takes handkerchief and drapes over fist of left hand. He then 
pokes his right thumb into fist forming a pocket. Next examiner places 
pencil into the fist and with a swift tap pushes pencil right through. Upon 
opening the handkerchief it is seen that it is undamaged. 
APPARATUS: 
Handkerchief, pencil 
METHOD: 
The reason this is able to leave the handkerchief undamaged is that a 
pocket is not really created in your closed fist. Instead, a fold is created and 
the pencil is able to slide through this leaving the handkerchief intact. 
PERFORMANCE: 
As described before show the handkerchief and drape over left fist G1. 
Poke right thumb into fist G2 and then drop pencil into well formed by 
handkerchief G3. Push pencil down slightly to show that pencil collects 
cloth. Remove pencil from fist and redrape hanky over left hand. When 
poking thumb into fist this time leave hand slightly open in back and push 
thumb into back of open fist and then slightly down to mimic the same 
action as before. (exposed view from rear G4). This will create a fold in the 
handkerchief around your fist and not a true pocket. You are now all set to 
push the pencil through the hanky. Did you ever hear the story of the man who 
could walk through walls? Well/ figured out how he does it, here let me show you. Lets 
pretend that this pencil represents the man, and this handkerchief the wall. Proceed to 
push the pencil through the hanky G5 and conclude by showing the pencil and 
saying, I guess he was a very thin man. 
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HEADS OR TAILS? 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner places nickel or other small coin on table and asks patient 
which side is up. Examiner covers coin with salt shaker and again asks 
which side is up. Finally, examiner covers salt shaker with cloth then 
covers coin with shaker and repeats "which side is up?" However this time, 
when patient answers, the salt shaker has vanished. 
APPARATUS: 
Coin, salt shaker or glass, and napkin or handkerchief 
METHOD: 
The examiner covers the salt shaker while drawing attention to the 
coin. The napkin is wrapped around the shaker and conforms to it in such a 
way that the napkin still appears to have the shaker underneath it. This is 
what allows the magic to happen. The napkin covered shaker is pulled back 
over the edge of the table where the shaker is allowed to fall into the 
examiner's lap. The examiner then continues to cover the coin with what 
appears to be a shaker covered with the napkin. However, when the patient 
is asked about the coin for the last time the examiner hits the napkin to 
show that the shaker has vanished but that the coin remains. 
PERFORMANCE: 
Examiner must be seated at a table with patient seated across from 
him. I have a coin I want to show you. This is the tail side and this (turn coin over) 
is the head side. Which side is up, heads or tails? Suppose I cover it with 
something. (cover coin with shaker) Now which side is up? When patient 
answers, expose coin to show that patient answered correctly. Let's make 
it more difficult. Cover salt shaker with napkin and then cover the coin. Now 
that I have the coin covered so that you can't see, is it heads or tails? When patient 
answers, expose coin to show that patient answered correctly. While the 
patient is looking at the coin to see that he is correct let the shaker drop 
into your lap H1. Be sure that the shaker is far enough away from the edge 
of the table so that it doesn't hit on its way to your lap. Cover the coin 
again with the napkin (and apparent shaker) Again ask, which side is up? The 
patient will answer "tails". What is tails? The coin? What coin? The nickel? 
What nickel? The one under the saij shaker? What salt shaker? With these 
final words strike the napkin in a downward fashion H2. The patient should 
be stunned when you pull the flat napkin away from the table to show the 
coin still there but without the salt shaker. 
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RATTLE BOXES 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Three matchboxes are displayed. Two are shaken and are heard as 
empty; the third is shaken and is heard to rattle. Examiner moves the 
boxes around on the able and then asks the patient to name the box that 
rattles. Patient is never able to locate the one that rattles. 
APPARATUS: 
Four matchboxes, rubberband 
METHOD: 
The three boxes on the table are all empty. The fourth match box is 
filled half full with matches or a couple of coins and attached to the wrist 
via rubberband. The box is then concealed by the shirt sleeve. See J1 for 
exposed view. 
PERFORMANCE: 
The fourth box can be in place throughout your testing or training 
activities. Just be sure not to vigorously shake the wrist to which this is 
attached. This can be performed many times during a session and may be a 
good transition between training activities. The child should be able to 
select the correct box when you mix the boxes slowly and deliberately and 
if he can't it may be telling you something about his visual memory and 
sequencing skills. 
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THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Show two "boomerangs," one white and one black and ask which is the 
larger. After the patient answers, place pieces behind back and again 
present the pieces, however now the patient responds the other color 
appears larger. Pretend to stretch the shorter one and show that it now is 
the longer one. Finally, place the two pieces together to show that they 
are the same size. 
APPARATUS: 
Two half moon-shaped pieces (preferably of cardboard) and of different 
colors. These should be of identical size. You might try making these by 
use of a protractor to trace the curves. 
METHOD: 
This effect is self-working and is a classic illusionary puzzle. The 
lower "boomerang" will always appear to be the larger. Photos K1-K3 tell 
the story. 
PERFORMANCE: 
Before going on with your examination, I would like to test your vision to be sure you 
see everything I do. Proceed with showing the two boomerangs and then 
switch them behind your back to show that now the other is larger. 
Conclude by showing that the two are the same size and assure them 
their eyes must be ok because what you see is only an illusion. 
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POCKET BALLERINA 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner removes handkerchief from pocket, ties it into a knot and 
twirls it to form two legs. He says that this is his own ballerina who is 
quite a good dancer. When he releases one of the legs it swings its leg up 
and out. 
APPARATUS: 
Pocket handkerchief 
METHOD: 
The effect is self working. By twisting as described, tension is 
created which allows the ballerina to kick one leg up. 
PERFORMANCE: 
Hold handkerchief between two hand as in L 1. Grab the cloth in center 
and ties knot such like that in L2. Now grab the two lower ends and begin 
to twirl them L3. Continue twirling until the legs (ends) are tightly wound 
as in L4. Grab the two legs and pull downward while holding the knot with 
the other hand L5. Continue holding the two legs down while you tell a 
story about a dancer you once saw.Release one of the legs when you wish 
her to kick L6. Or if poetry is more your thing and you don't mind having 
fun with your patients try reciting this story about your favorite dancer. 
---------- was a dancer gay 
(insert name) 
For fifty cents she'd dance this way 
( move dancer back and forth as in L5) 
But if a dollar you would pay 
She'd go tra-laa-lah-boom-dee-yah! 
(By releasing one to the legs you'll find tt swings upward L6) 
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SIX PLUS NINE 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner takes tongue depressor and shows the number six on one side 
and nine on the other. Upon shaking this paddle he finds that the 6 and 9 
have become 15 which he now shows on both sides of the paddle. 
APPARATUS: 
Tongue depressor or popsicle stick, colored marker 
METHOD: 
This effect is achieved by a slight twist of the paddle device between 
the fingers when apparently showing the paddle on both sides. First, place 
the number 6 on one side of the paddle device you choose and a 15 on the 
other. You can use a grease pencil , marker or perhaps even some stick-on 
numbers. Just be certain that the number six closely resembles a nine if 
you were to invert it. Now to achieve the special move. Hold the paddle 
pointing down and the number six facing away from you; the number 15 
closest to your body M1. The paddle should be held between the index finger 
and thumb. As you raise your hand up toward your chest rotate the paddle 
between your fingers clockwise toward your body. Now the number 15 
should still be facing toward you only this time the number nine should be 
visible from the front M2. This twist move allows you to apparently show 
both sides of the paddle without actually doing so. 
PERFORMANCE: 
When I was in first grade I wasn't very good at math so my teacher made up a little 
paddle to teach me the numbers. My teacher put numbers on her paddle and she used 
to come around and paddle me when I didn't learn them. What number is this? Show 
paddle with the number 6 facing the patient. Wait for his response. And 
this number? Flip the paddle as if to show the other side only instead twist 
paddle between fingers so that the same side is shown only this time 
revealing the number 9. Show the other side of the paddle again as you ask 
how much 6 plus nine is (perform the twist to show the number nine again.) 
\Nhen the patient responds 15, twist the stick between your fingers as you 
shake your hand downward. The 15 will appear instantly M3. Show the 15 
on both sides by performing the secret move and conclude by saying, this is 
the magical way of doing your arithmetic. 
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STICKY FINGERS 
MAGICAL EFFECT: 
Examiner rubs pencil through palm of hand and upon letting go pencil 
clings to outstretched flat palm. 
APPARATUS: 
Two pencils, wrist watch or rubberband 
METHOD: 
This can be achieved two ways. One involves holding the pencil to the 
palm of the hand with the index finger of the other hand. The other method 
requires the use of a pencil to hold the pencil against the hand. In this 
latter method their appears no apparent explanation for the pencil clinging 
to the hand. This latter method requires that the examiner wear a wrist 
watch. This will allow the examiner to conceal the extra pencil behind his 
forearm. Although this can be presented without long sleeves it perhaps is 
best if the examiner wears a long-sleeved shirt as this allows him/her to 
present this in a more impromptu fashion. 
PERFORMANCE: 
Did you know that my hand is like one of those giant magnets? Here let me show 
you . Take pencil with right hand and slide through fist or left hand. Now 
grip the left wrist with right hand. With back of hand facing your patient 
(palm toward you) slowly open up right hand while simultaneously 
extending index finger of right hand. By doing so right finger will hold 
pencil to palm of left hand . See photos N 1 & N2 for front and back views 
respectively. To conclude this effect simply close fist, push pencil down 
through fist and pull from fist to show that nothing is attached to the left 
or right hands. To use the alternate method is nice because both hands may 
be shown freely N3. A pencil may be concealed behind a watch or rubber 
band prior to performing the effect. This time as you push a pencil into 
your fist you pull out the pencil concealed behind your arm so that it 
covers the pencil in your left fist. See exposed view in N4 Proceed as per 
other method. 
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PlACET RltHT-LErT A~ARENESS TEST 
Kany ~hlldren with learning disorders demonstrate an l~blllty to 
differentiate bebeen lef~ and right, either on thulsehes or In the 
•lrror position. This dlffl~ulty Is .,re ~ for tlrls then M,t 
ud 1110re COIIIIIDA ..,g left-flandan than rlght-handan. It Is also 
.,,.. ~ amng children who .._1trata arlttt.tlc cllfflcultlu. 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
A. ShOot • your right hand. 
Hool sho.t • your left hancr.-:-..._,_ 
Show • your rfght leg. _ 
Haw show • your .left leg. 
-
B. (Sit opposite the child.) 
Show • rt1f right hand. 
Now ~~ 111e rtf'/ left. -
Show • ""' right leg. -
tbt rtrf left leg. -
C. (Place a coin on the · table left of • pen~ll In relation to the child.) 
Is the pencil to the right or to the left? . 
And the penny - Is It to the rl gh t or to the --r.Tt7 
(Have the child go around to-the·opposlte side of t~le.) 
Is the pencil to the right or to the left? 
And the penny - Is It to the right or to the -u;rt'? 
-
D. ('It opposite the c:hl ld with • coin . In your rltht hand .-.d • 
bracelet or watch on your left anm.) 
You see this penny. Have I got It In my right hand or fn .y left! 
And the bracelet, Is It on my right arm or .y left7 
-
£. (Place thr~ Objects In front of the child: a pencil to the left, 
a key In the middle, and a coin to the right.) 
Is the pencil to the left or to the right of the keyt 
Is the pencil to the left or to the right of the penny1-----
t's the key to the left or to the right of the penny? 
Is the key to the left or to the right of the panel n -
Is the penny to the left or to the right of the pencl11 
Is the penny to the left or to the right of the key1 ~ 
Plaget has developed noma for the test. They are given In Tabla Ill 
Age 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
TABLE Ill 
NORMS FOR THE PI AGET 
RICHT-LEFT AWARENESS TEST 
I tents Paned by 
1St of Age 
A 
A 
A,C 
A,B,C,O 
A,B,C,D 
A,B,C,D 
A,B,C,D,E 
HQr.';[ P.4RQUETRY Bl.OCKS U~LP) 
Materials: Parquetry b1ocks (large), Perceptual Training Workbook· Parquetry 
Patterns, Levels~ I, II, III, IV and a'ialysis sheet. 
Task 1 - Trainer teaches trainee to analyze blocks in the fol1et-1ing order: 
. 
... 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Sort and match by color 
Sort and match by shape 
Sort by si~es to discover number of diffet .. ent lengths of sides 
(2) and to labe'l sides size by mzmber or letter for future 
comnunication. To help trainee discriMinate size of sides have 
trainee trace one sick~ and then match othets to it. (Analysis 
sheet). 
Sort angles of st1apes by tracing en paper to discover the nu11Jier 
of different angles {3) that exist. label angles by num~ers or. 
letters for· future communication (tina?ysis sheet) . 
GO.A.L - Abi 1 i ty to rna tch col or, shapes t sides and ang 1 es of b 1 ods. 
Task 2 - Trainer constructs a pattern using ur to four parquetry blocks. He 
then requests the trainee to bui1d a patte~n identicnl. If difficulty 
is experienced, have trainee superimpose blocks on pattern. 
GOAL - Ability to construct four b 1 ock pattern. 
Task 3- Present the trainee viith patterns 21 through 101. Trainee is to p1aca 
the designated (see pattern) blocks .QD_ the pattern in an appropriate 
arrangement. 
GOAL -Successful completion of patterr:s 21 through 101 with blocks 
situated correctly on the pattern. 
Task 4 -Present the trainee with patterns 2I through lOI. Trainee is to place 
the designated (see pattern) blocks alongside the pattern in an 
appr~priate arra~gement. 
GOAL •· Successful completiO''": of patter·ns 2I thtouoh 10I 'it: th blcc:,s 
situated alongside the patterns. 
Tdsk 5 - Present the trainee with pattern~ 2x through lOx. Trainee i~ to piace 
the designated (see p~;tte·rn) blocks 2!!. the patterns in an dppropriate 
orr·anae;-nent. 
GOAL :Successful completion of patterns 2x thro~gh lOx with blocks 
· situated on the patterns. 
Ta.sk 6 - Pr·esent the trainee with patterns ?x through !Ox. 
the designated blocks alongside the patterns in an 
GOAL - Successful completio~ of pattern 2~ through 
situated alongside the p2tterns. 
Task 7- Trainee dra~tJS p2.tterr:s 2I to lOI. 
GOAL- Successful drawing patterns 101. 
Task 8 - Trainee draws rntterns 2x thrCt~)~}h 10x. 
GOAL·· Succ,2ssfu1 drav1ing c' the 10x patterns. 
Trainee is to p~ace 
appropriate aMrang8rent. 
lOx with b ·~:.):::i~r. 
